
A Slovak software and design house, specializing 

in the development of dedicated software 

solutions, offers its services through outsourcing 

or license agreement 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

 

Identificativo proposta:BOSK20210325001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

The Slovak software and design house is specialized in IT technologies, mobile and web applications, 
chatbot development and virtual and augmented reality. The company seeks companies in need of software 
solutions under outsourcing or license agreements in the EU. The company is looking for partners from start-
ups to big players, who are thinking about having created tailor-made IT products. 
 
 
The Slovak company is a software and design house with a unique team of developers and designers, 
building innovative technology solutions, and delivering a stunning digital experience. Active on the market 
since 2015 with the headquarters located in Bratislava, their team now has over 50 experienced developers, 
designers, testers, project, and product managers. The company has over 250 finished projects in 16 
countries. The company focuses on the development of mobile and web applications, UX - (User 
Experience) / UI (User Interface) design, prototype creation, and native development of iOS / Android 
systems. Moreover, the company works with augmented and virtual reality and artificial intelligence. Its client 
portfolio includes global companies as well as local start-ups, including European Space Agency (ESA), 
Coca-Cola, Ferrero, Saint-Gobain, Erste Group IT, Wüstenrot, Abbvie, Tatra Mountain Resorts, Hopin, 
Wienerberger, Ecocapsule, JTRE, GATE and many more. The company provides them with innovative 
applications and robust systems in various fields. Currently, most of the company’s projects are in 
healthcare, retail, real estate, human resources, and education. They utilize the latest technologies such as 
augmented reality / virtual reality, blockchain, internet of things, chatbots, artificial intelligence, etc. The 
company also has a portfolio of their own products, that they continuously develop. The company is 
interested in the following types of partnership cooperation: license agreement - the company is looking for 
partners to offer its product under a license agreement outsourcing agreement - the company looks for 
partners to offer them to perform services Collaboration is also possible in areas such as system auditing, 
blockchain and cryptocurrency business. 
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